


ASTROLOGY
Our Archetypal BluePrint

(Common to Everyone and Everything 
that the Universe consists of)

P L A N E T S

- R E B E C A  E I G E N -

Marriage & Relationship FIXER
Astrologer for the 7th House

(Marriage, Partnership and Open Enemies)

    shadowdance.com  |  rebecae@shadowdance.com

in

281 799 2900

A Few Keywords - SIGNS

“Astrology is a science of the soul and ‘soul work’ 
is what Jung’s concept of Shadow Work coupled with 

our astrological birth chart is all about.”
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The Natural Zodiac Wheel
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Career/Status
Social Reputation

Profession
Authorities
The Father

Duties and 
Limits

Accepted

Goals
Friendship,

Hopes and Wishes
Social Awareness

Progressive Groups 
     Step-or-Foster Children

Sex
Death

Psychological 
Depth/Regeneration

Taxes, Inheritance
Partner’s Resources
Sharing Power        
Debts Owed           

Dreams,
Visions, Self that

Seeks Transcendence
Unconscious Mind
Fears, Karmic Past

Psychological Illness
                  Hidden Strengths & Weaknesses

    Marriage, Equals
Business Partners
Public Relations
Open Enemies

Projections
Other People

Personality 
(Persona) Mask
Physical Body

             Appearance/Self-image
         Early Years/Beginnings

Initiation and
Outlook on 

Life    

Health, Physical Illness
Service to Others

Job/Work
Employees, Co-Workers
Daily Habits/Hygiene 

Servants
Pets
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Self Expression
Risk Taking, Creativity

Children, Play, Hobbies
     Amusements/Sports

 Love Affairs
  Romance & 

Our Inner
Child

Laws, Religion
Higher Education
Philosophy of Life
In-Laws
Foreigners
Travel
Higher
Mind
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The Houses

Causes, Freedom       
Ideals for Equality

ARIES - ruler Mars - The PIONEER
+ characteristics: bold, courageous, adventurer, leader, independent, 

noble, innocent, action-oriented, inspirational ideas, passionate
- characteristics: selfish/self-centered, irritable, impatient, 

aggressive/pushy, impulsive, inconsiderate, antisocial, discourteous

TAURUS - ruler Venus - The BUILDER
+ characteristics: patient, persevering, reliable, security-oriented, stable, 

affectionate/loving, lover of beauty, devoted, earthy, quality-seeking
- characteristics: stubborn, overindulgence in food or drink, lazy, slow, 

extravagant, possessive, stick-in-the-mud, resistant to change, immovable/rigid

GEMINI - ruler Mercury - The COMMUNICATOR
+ characteristics: interesting,conversationalist, curious,  jack-of-all-trades, 
 friendly/sociable, storyteller, charming, humorous, flexible, knowledgeable

- characteristics: contradictory, fickle, unable to commit, two-faced, 
nervous/fijdety/restless, liars, loquacious, too literal, scattered, cheaters

CANCER - ruler Moon - The MOTHER
+ characteristics: supportive, protective, warm/tender emotionally 
industrious,  vulnerable, memory-retentive, family-oriented, patriotic 

- characteristics: moody, needy,  oversensitive/touchy, overly
emotional, unstable, smother love, clingy, maudlin, insecure, inconstant

LEO - ruler Sun - The ENTERTAINER
+ characteristics: inspiring, enthusiastic, magnanimous, loyal, leader, 

creative, generous, warm-hearted, regal/dignified, fun, cconfident, vivacious 
- characteristics: domineering, demanding/bossy, self-centered, dramatic, 
conceited, willful, arrogant, excessive pride, egotistical, self-aggrandizing 

VIRGO - ruler Mercury - The HEALER/SERVANT
+ characteristics: helpful/service-oriented, health-conscious, hard worker, 

practical, earthy, reliable, analytical detail-oriented, quiet, efficient,
- characteristics: critical/fault-finding, worrier, perfectionistic, nervous, 

judgmental, finicky, hypochondriac, picks on others, skeptical, carping, vali

LIBRA - ruler Venus - The PEACEMAKER
+ characteristics: seeks equality/balance, diplomatic, kind, considerate, fair, sociable, 

cooperative, intellectual, refined, affectionate, romantic, engaging, objective
- characteristics: syrupy, passive-aggressive, indecisive, superficial, shallow, vain,

wishy-washy, equivocating, placating, acquiescent, co-dependent, fence-sitter

SCORPIO - ruler Pluto - The DETECTIVE
+ characteristics:  intense, depth, intriguing, mysterious, magnetic, healing,

regenerative, instinctual, sexy/exotic, revealing, analytical, psychologically astute
- characteristics:  revengeful, obsessive, manipulative, all or nothing types,
controlling, secretive, sarcastic, suspicious, paranoid, revengeful if crossed

SAGITTARIUS - ruler Jupiter - The PHILOSOPHER
+ characteristics: optimistic, goal-oriented, student/teacher, 

adventurer, philanthropic, philosophical, truth-seeker,  inspirational
- characteristics: opinionated/self-righteous/preachy, 
overdoes, overpromises, dislikes routine/responsibility, 

hot temper, tactless, rude, arrogant, proselytizer, unreliable

CAPRICORN - ruler Saturn - The FATHER
+ characteristics:  patient, ambitious, responsible, efficient, traditional,
organizer, long-range planning, integrity,  self-disciplined, endurance 

- characteristics: insecure, fear of marriage, cold/unresponsive
perfectionistic, opportunist, demanding, limiting/restricting, controlling

AQUARIUS - ruler Uranus - The HUMANITARIAN
+ characteristics: objective, independent, genius, inventive, unconventional, 

group oriented, awakener, seeks enlightenment, progressive thinker
- characteristics: unpredictable, rebellious, aloof, cold/ impersonal, 
radical, controversial, disorganized, absentminded, stubborn, erratic

PISCES - ruler Neptune - The VISIONARY
+ characteristics: compassionate, psychic, imaginative/creative/poetic, 

idealistic, adaptable, unassuming, spiritual-oriented/mystical, loving, kind
- characteristics: escapist/unfocused, weak, martyr, confusing, illusive
chaotic, spacy, evasive, procrastinator, dreamer, addiction challenges

z SUN - will, identity, center, vitality, need to shine, joy, validation, center

a Moon - emotions, security needs, domestic instincts, nurture, (Mother)

b Mercury - mind, communication, analysis, learning, thinking, perceptions

c Venus - love, beauty, attachments, sensuality, relationship, harmony, peace

d Mars - action, independence, self-assertion, energy, drives, desires, anger, war

e Jupiter - urge to grow/expansion, faith, religious beliefs, morality/ethics, hope  

f Saturn - limitations, self-discipline, community, structure, authority, (Father)

g Uranus - freedom, originality, humanitarian, liberation, change, idealism

h Neptune - spirituality, imagination, vision, altruism, oneness, creativity

i Pluto - wounds, healing, self-mastery, integrity, sexual intimacy, passion

.


